Enhancing downlink (DL) throughput is crucial because it is envisaged that in dense IEEE 802.11 networks, the majority of network traffic will be in the downlink especially in the emerging dense deployment of APs for cellular-WiFi offloading. Densification of IEEE 802.11 access points (APs) does not only the increase interference domain of each AP but also impairs the performance of downlink transmissions due to frequent back-offs created by the physical carrier sensing (PCS) portion of the carrier sense multiple access collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) channel access scheme. To address this issue, we propose AP selection algorithms to improve system throughput in the downlink. In the proposed algorithm, the AP selection process is distributed at the user stations (STAs) and is based on the estimated signal-interference-plus noise ratio (SINR) in the downlink. Based on simulated dense 802.11 networks, the proposed algorithms outperform the strongest signal first (SSF) AP selection scheme in current 802.11 standards as well as the mean probe delay (MPD) AP selection algorithm in [4] . While increasing STA densification, the proposed scheme is shown to increase DL throughput across the network.
airports, campuses and enterprise buildings. The unprecedented demand for affordable high data rate and the emergence of bandwidth intensive applications is also a contributing factor. Similarly, the emerging cellular-WiFi offloading trend requires a high density of APs to handle the huge mobile data traffic [1] . With this promising solution to explosive mobile data traffic comes technical challenges that need to be addressed to boost the capacity of dense wireless local area networks (DWLANs).
Although densification of APs provides easy and affordable data access in homes, offices and campuses, it creates interference to neighboring APs especially in cases where AP cells overlap leading to overlapped basic service sets (OBSS) where inter-BSS or inter-AP or intercell interference becomes significant [2] . In addition to increasing AP's interference domain, uncoordinated distribution of stations (STAs) among APs causes overwhelming channel access contention at overloaded cells due to the carrier sense multiple access collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) protocol specified in the IEEE 802.11 standard for channel acquisition. Interference, data collisions and congestion are major concerns in DWLAN. To this end, the goal of High Efficiency WLAN Study Group (HEWSG) on IEEE 802.11ax is to improve per-node throughput of DWLAN in the presence of interference sources [2] .
The conventional AP selection procedure defined in 802.11 standard might cause a high degree of contention in some BSSs, and consequently degrades overall network throughput. Currently, the AP selection process in WLAN is based on the strongest received signal strength (RSS) or strongest signal first (SSF), a method whereby an STA selects AP that offers strongest RSS without considering interference, congestion and load at the candidate AP. Recent studies [3] - [9] focus on proposing new schemes for AP selection in 802.11 networks and demonstrate the inability of RSS-based scheme to guarantee the minimum system performance.
In [3] and [4] , authors focus primarily on achieving fair distribution of STAs among APs to achieve load balancing as opposed to SSF AP selection scheme that has the tendency to cause load imbalances among APs [7] . The probe delay (PD) and mean probe delay (MPD) algorithms [4] select the AP with minimum probe delay. Similarly, an AP association control scheme is proposed in [5] to achieve proportional fairness. A graph matching approach to coordinate AP association and maximize uplink throughput is proposed in [6] , where the links between STAs and APs are modeled as graph edges with uplink SINRs as edge weights. Using a channel measurement approach, the authors in [7] suggest that the hidden terminal problem and frame aggregation are factors in selecting an AP that guarantees better throughput. Thus far, inter-BSS interference level at the target AP has not been considered.
The focus of this paper differs from the aforementioned AP selection schemes. Our goal is to improve data rates of downlink transmissions by associating STAs with APs that offer best SINR in the downlink. That is, improving throughput in dense WiFi networks when the AP with best downlink SINR (DL-SINR) is selected. Enhancing throughput in the downlink is important in DWLANs for two reasons. First, the majority of the traffic is in the downlink. Another motivation is that the problem of OBSS is inevitable, leading to severe inter-AP interference, which degrades performance in the downlink due close proximity of co-channel APs in dense deployments. Hence, there is need to improve DL throughput in the presence of inter-BSS interference. The proposed algorithm exploits awareness of interference in the downlink.
The remaining parts of this paper is organized as follows. First, we present the system and network model in Section II. The proposed algorithms are presented in Sections III and IV while simulation results are presented in Section V and Section VI concludes this paper.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section, the system model for a DL (AP-to-STA) transmission is presented. In the downlink (DL) of a WLAN, APs transmit data to their respective associated STAs as shown in our system model in Figure 2 . The achievable throughput in the downlink is of particular concern because the majority of dense Wi-Fi traffic will be in the downlink. On a typical DWLAN, let the set of APs be denoted as A serving a set S of STAs. Hence, the entire network consists of M = |A| APs and N = |S| STAs. For this downlink model, we will assume that all APs transmit at the same power P t (mW) and d ji (∀j ∈ A, i ∈ S) is the distance between the transmitting AP j and the receiving STA i as shown in Figure 2 .
One contention domain consisting of two APs The CSR depends on the clear channel assessment (CCA) threshold used during the physical carrier sensing (PCS) process. PCS is usually performed within CSR to determine the presence of active transmissions on the channel. In order for an AP to detect the presence of an active AP on the channel, the energy level sensed during PCS is compared to the CCA threshold. The channel is occupied by another AP within the CSR if the sensed energy level is greater than the CCA threshold (e.g., Cisco recommends a −85dBm CCA threshold for dense deployments [10] ). Therefore, with the PCS process in CSMA/CA, whenever AP 3 gains the channel for transmission, AP 1 remains silent; i.e., all co-channel APs do not transmit concurrently in the downlink. is transmitting on the channel, other APs remain idle in the downlink; mathematically:
where λ is the signal power sensed on channel ω during the PCS, C is the set of channels in any supported or chosen IEEE 802.11 standard. Interference coordination in the downlink of DWLAN is essential because deploying more APs does not necessarily translate to an increase in capacity, but will inevitably increase each AP's contention domain. 
where P zi is the received signal power at STA i from the z th interfering AP at distance d zi from the receiving STA i . This type of interference measurement is based on a one time capture of the signal strength of an interference source. It does not account for the time variations of wireless channel and the signal strength. Also, the frames received from different interfering sources vary in size and each interfering AP might use a different PHY rate for transmission. Therefore, using the passive interference measurement approach in [11] , we can reformulate (2) to account for these variations as follows:
where K is the number of frames and L zi is the length of each frame in bits received from z th interferer, R zi is the PHY rate (bps) at which each frame is received and T denotes the measurement period, and can be a sufficient number of slot times for accurate estimation. As a result of interfering signal power received at STA i from APs outside AP j 's contention domain, the SINR of the link between AP j and STA i :
where P r ji is the received power from AP j at STA i over a distance, d ji , W is the system bandwidth. Using Shannon's capacity, the DL PHY rate is upper bounded by:
III. AP SELECTION ALGORITHM
In this section, we discuss the proposed AP selection algorithm in Algorithm 1. The probe request and probe response frames defined in IEEE 802.11 standards are used to perform the interference measurement in the downlink. A typical STA i captures the beacon frames (through channel scanning) from all APs within range to determine the set of candidate APs, A c i and selects the best-serving AP. Let κ be the set of APs within range of STA i . In Step 2, a typical STA i listens to beacon frames from all APs within range and sorts the RSSs of the beacon frames in decreasing order (Step 3) and selects the AP with best RSS to complete the SSF association. 7 The SSF association is important to ensure that all STAs can discover APs within range and have network access. This prevents starvation in cases when a STA cannot find the AP offering best SINR. Once SSF association is achieved by all STAs, the algorithm proceeds in Step 4 to create set A (4) 7: STA i sends ASSOC_REQ frame to AP j offering best DL-SINR: The typical STA i sends a directed probe request frame to each AP in A c i . To increase the accuracy of the interference measurement in Step 5, the algorithm requires that multiple P_RES frames be received by STA i over a specified period of time. To do this, we define a measurement period n × Slot time where n is an integer. Due to the power constraint of most STAs and other low power devices e.g., WiFi-enabled Internet of things (IoTs), Algorithm 1 requires that STAs send only one P_REQ frame but informs candidate AP j to send multiple P_RES frames within n × Slot times. The RequestInformation (dot11RadioMeasurementActivated = true) parameter of the MLME-Scan.request primitive [12] defined for channel scanning in IEEE 802.11 standard (2012) can be used to inform a candidate AP j to send multiple P_RES frames.
On receiving the probe response frame (P_RES) from APj, STA i estimates the DL-SINR based on the magnitude of captured interference power from other frames arriving concurrently with P_RES. Then, it sends association request (ASSOC_REQ) frame to the candidate AP that offers the best DL-SINR. The candidate AP responds with association response (ASSOC_RES) frame. This algorithm is easy to implement and does not require modification to 802.11 management frames (P_RES, P_REQ, ASSOC_REQ and ASSOC_RES). Also, the channel measurement capability needed to capture RSS and interference is available in 802.11k-enabled nodes.
IV. OPTIMAL AP SELECTION ALGORITHM
In Section III, we propose an AP selection scheme, which might not be optimal under SINR, receiver sensitivity and CCA threshold constraints. These three types of constraints are related to interference distribution across the network. In this section, the problem of AP selection to maximize downlink throughput is formulated as a constrained optimization problem to obtain an optimal set of AP associations that improve downlink performance. This objective is formulated as:
where P c ji is the total power sensed on the channel during PCS, γ o is the SINR threshold, constraint (6b) ensures that each STA associates with one AP; x ij = 1 if STA i is associated with AP j and x ij = 0 if otherwise. (6c) is the receiver sensitivity constraint while (6d) and (6e) are the SINR and CCA threshold constraints respectively. An AP begins transmission if (6e) is 9 satisfied during carrier sensing. This occurs when the total interference power P c ji received from other interfering APs does not exceed Γ. Therefore, P c ji = I ji and SINR Ψ ji is related to I ji by (4) . Therefore, any feasible (Ψ ji ) i∈N ,j∈A that satisfies (6d) also satisfies (6e), hence, constraint (6e) becomes redundant. Similarly, since P r ji and Ψ ji are also related by (4) and STA i selects AP j offering best SINR, i.e, j = arg min
consequently, any feasible (Ψ ji ) i∈N ,j∈A that satisfies (6d) also satisfy (6c) and renders (6c) redundant as well. Therefore, (6)can be equivalently expressed as:
and by introducing set λ = (λ ji ) i∈N ,j∈A of Lagrangian multipliers to dualize constraints (8b) and (8c), a partial Lagrangian form is obtained for Problem (8) :
The solution to (8) is given in Algorithm 2, where the problem is solved numerically using linear programming (LP). A typical STA i captures SINR from all APs within range, then setŝ Ψ containing SINR through each AP and uses the Gurobi LP solver [13] to locally determine its association, x ij = 1.
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
This section presents the simulation methodology, scenario and results. To simulate a dense 802.11 network, a custom CSMA/CA simulation is implemented in MATLAB. For performance benchmarking, we compare OPASA and DASA with the SSF scheme in 802.11 standards and the state-of-the-art mean probe delay (MPD) AP selection algorithm in [4] . In this analysis, the proposed OPASA mainly serves as an optimal throughput benchmarking. 
A. Simulation Setup and Parameters
Our simulated network emulates a random AP deployment where APs and STAs are deployed on an area of 1000 × 1000 m 2 as shown in Figure 3 . This network consists of 400 STAs and 50
APs deployed on three (3) non-overlapping channels of IEEE 802.11b PHY on a 2.4GHz band.
Three (3) APs in close proximity are each placed on different channels (1, 6 and 11) to reduce the effect of co-channel interference. All APs have identical coverage area of 50m radius and transmit with a uniform power of 100mW (20dBm). Table I summarizes other key parameters and the received power at STA i from APj is measured using:
where G ji is the channel gain characterized by an exponential distribution i.e. G ji ∼ exp (P t )
to account for fading and shadowing effects and α is the path loss exponent.
For carrier sensing, the PCS is enabled with minimum and maximum contention window (CW) 32 and 1024 respectively, while request to send (RTS)/clear to send (CTS) frames are used to minimize the effect of the hidden terminal problem -a node does not transmit immediately after sensing the channel to be idle under PCS, it transmits the RTS frame and begins transmission of payload when the CTS frame is received. For the rest of our simulation, α = 3 in ( Packets arrive at each node's buffer at an exponential rate with parameter λ = 1/Slot-time.
B. Simulation Results and Performance Benchmarking
The primary objective of the proposed algorithms is to improve downlink throughput. Figure 5 depicts the sum of average achievable throughput for different network sizes. The duration of interference measurement in (3) is set as T = n × Slot time with n = 1000. For the MPD, the probe delay is measured for the same duration. From Figure 5 . Since, OPASA and DASA select AP with best DL-SINR, they improve the PHY rate of each AP-to-STA link, which consequently improve the average end-to-end throughput.
In Figure 6 , the distribution of all STA throughputs is presented. Between 20th and 90th percentiles, OPASA obtains better throughput than DASA, MPD and SSF. Observing the 40th percentile, the performance of MPD over SSF fluctuates while DASA nearly achieves 2× gain over both SSF and MPD. At the 90th of the same Figure 6 , DASA maintains 5× gain over SSF while achieving 96.6% gain over MPD. Between the 95th and 100th percentile throughputs under MPD and DASA schemes converge. MPD will be best suited for delay intolerant transmissions. Figure 7 illustrates the end-to-end throughput of each of the 400 AP-to-STA links versus frame sizes. The first observation in Figure 7 is that as the frame size becomes larger, the throughputs achieved under MPD and DASA converge. This is likely due to the fact that delay becomes a factor in transmitting more bits and since MPD chooses links with less delay, more bits are likely to traverse the links at the same rate in DASA. Although, both MPD and DASA significantly outperform SSF, OPASA doubles the throughputs of DASA, SSF and MPD for frame size below and above 1485 bytes.
In Figure 8 , the PHY rate under each algorithm is plotted against the MAC end-to-end throughput. While PHY rate depends on the channel quality parameters such as received signal power, interference level and noise, end-to-end throughput depends on MAC header size, PHY time from when a packet arrives at an AP's buffer and AP contends for a channel, to successful reception of packet at the STA. For a small network size of 50 STAs, the delay is below 2ms for SSF, MPD, OPASA and DASA while for larger network size of 400 users, the mean delay is higher in SSF. For 400 STAs under SSF scheme, the average frame delay is nearly 9.19ms while DASA and MPD maintain delays of 5.7ms and 5.4ms, respectively. For lower network sizes (50 to 150 STAs), OPASA, MPD and DASA achieve nearly same performance in terms of delay, the slight superiority of MPD over OPASA and DASA becomes obvious when the network size increases from 200 to 400 STAs. This discrepancy is as a result of increased contentions among APs frequently trying to serve more STAs in the DL. Overall, in terms of throughput, OPASA and DASA outperform SSF and MPD.
VI. CONCLUSION
The problem of inter-BSS interference is inevitable in dense 802.11 networks and degrades throughput. In fact, selecting an AP with strongest RSS does not always guarantee highest throughput due to interference at the target AP. Enhancing downlink (DL) throughput is crucial as most WiFi traffic is in the DL and to reduce the effect of interference among basic service sets (BSS). This paper presents a new scheme for AP-UE association for the DL that takes the BSS interference into account. The proposed OPASA algorithm serves as the optimal throughput benchmark while the much simpler proposed DASA algorithm provides significant end-to-end throughput improvement while still taking interference into account. Simulation results reveal that selecting the AP offering best SINR improves throughput. Through extensive simulation, the proposed OPASA and DASA algorithms are compared to the default SSF scheme used in current 802.11 standards and the MPD algorithm proposed previously; significant throughput gain is demonstrated over both the SSF and the MPD schemes.
